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A Transient Simulation program (TRNSYS) was used to formulate 
the simulation of a domestic hot water system. Solar percent 
utilization and collector efficiency was observed for different set 
tempera ures and hot water demand. The effect of hot water demand 
pattern on these parameters was likewise investigated. 
Regression analysis was used to forecast solar percent 
utilization with respect to set temperature and daily hot water 
demand. 
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The energy from the sun is derived from the thermonuclear 
reactions in its core and is radiated into space. The intensity 
of solar radiation varies inversely with distance from the sun, and 
because t he distance to the earth from the sun varies durin~ the 
course of the year, the amount of solar radiation reaching the upper 
limi t s of t he earth ' s atmosphere varies. The average solar radiation 
at the upper limits of the earth ' s atmosphere is called the solar 
cons t ant. Measurements have indicated the solar constant to be 428 
BTU per hour per square foot (1353 watts per square meter, 4871 
ki lojoul es per square meter per hour, 1.940 calories per square 
centi meter per minute or 1.94 langleys per minute). 
Radiation emanating within a cone,which includes the sun's 
disc is called 11 direct 11 or "beam 11 radiation. Radiation that is 
scattered by reflection from clouds, particles in the air and the 
ground i s c a 1 l e d "d i f f us e 11 ra d i at i on . 
It is observed that the intensity of solar radiation at a 
given location on the earth's surface will vary from hour to hour, 
day to day, month to month and from year to year. 
A maximum a!Tnunt of solar energy could be intercepted if the 
2 
collector could be made to be perp~ndicular to the solar rays all 
day long. Therefore it is advantageous to tilt a solar collector 
from the horizontal. 
1.2 Domestic Water Heating 
Among the various solar applications, domestic water heating is 
most widely used. In this paper simulation of a domestic hot water 
system for Central Florida is being studied. Hot water demand for a 
typical family of four is considered for study. 
Hourly insolation and temperature were obtained from the 
Florida Solar Energy Center for the typical summer time environment. 
A basic system was designed to meet family demand of hot water 
throughout the day at a preset temperature. Sizes of collector, 
storage tank, pump and other units were determi~ ned which are discussed 
in detail in the upcoming chapters. 
A base line Transient Simulation program (TRNSYS)(l) model 
of the solar domestic hot water system was formulated, for simulation 
purposes. 
Performance of a domestic hot water system was studied for 
various hot water demands and set temperatures and a statistical 
analysis was done to predict solar percent utilization as a function 
of these operating conditions. 
1.3 Literature Review 
Transient Simulation program (TRYSYS) which has been used to 
simulate a domestic hot water system in this report is described in 
3 
Chapter II in detail. Its various uses include simulation and cal -
culation of space heating and space cooling loads. 
The National Bureau of Standards load determination program 
(NBSLD)t 2) is a group of routines utilizing the ASHRAE algorithms 
that calculates either time-varying heating and cooling loads or 
variations of indoor temperatures. The use of NBSLD virtually 
eliminates the possibility of missing the maximum load of a building 
and makes it possible to select the size of heating and cooling 
equipment to match the building heating and cooling loads. In using 
this computer program it is necessary to provide as input outdoor 
weather conditions, the construction details of the building (such 
as a layer-by-layer description and the heat transfer areas of its 
exterior surface components, its orientation, etc) and the building 
operating chedule for equipment, lighting, and occupancy. The 
algorithms of the computer program then operate on this input data in 
such a manner as to predict either inside air temperature or heating 
and cooling loads. 
Computer programs such as NBSLD contain simplifying assumption 
or approximations that require experimental verification before being 
adopted for wide-scale use. In one recent study NBSLD was experiment-
ally validated for predicting the hourly heating and cooling loads 
and indoor temperature of a residence. 
The Environmental Systems Study group is developing a computer 
aided energy design (CAED) system( 3), based on interactive conversational 
techniques. The entire system is based on the use of checklists which 
4 
provide for the user a comprehensive step by step methodology for 
energy conservation analysis and design ~ options. From the checklist 
- -- ---
the user may obtain a list of references for further study and also 
a program listing of the available solution oriented computer programs 
which can be used to assist the designer to obtain design data or 
solve a specific problem. 
Insolation computers model (SIM)( 4) was developed by a federally 
funded engineering study of a solar photovoltaic residential prototype 
system to provide accurate and economical predictions of the total 
solar irradiance falling upon a solar collector panel having given 
tilt and azimuth orientation angles. The specific objectives/require-
ments of SIM are as follows. 
(1) simple, functional and accurate 
(2) allow various atmospheric conditions, water vapor, 
clarity, cloud cover, amount of sunshine to be addressed. 
(3) allow various solar collector tilt and azimuth angles 
to be addressed. 
(4) ~se a minimum computer time 
(5) allow effects of ground reflectance to be addressed. 
(6) allow any selected site within the United States to 
be addressed. 
(7) produce hourly, daily, monthly, and yearly profiles of 
available solar irradiance. 
(8) use readily available weather related data 
(9) calculate the total integrated broadbands, 0.3 to 3.0 
micrometers, solar irradiance. 
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SIM utilizes analytical techniques previously developed by the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE) and National Bureau of Standards Load Determination 
(NBSLD) programs' section identified as SUN. However, instead of 
requiring detailed weather data concerning types of clouds and cover, 
SIM utilizes percent sunshine data which is easily obtained from the 
National Climatic Atlas. SIM was proven to be accurate and economical. 
A simulation program for solar heating and cooling of buildings 
(SIMSHAC)(S) is being used for simulating hot water systems in 
orthwestern United States, at Colorado State University. SIMSHAC 
uses hourly values for solar insolation, temperature and wind speed. 
The demand for hot water on the system was modeled by use of a random 
number and simulation time of day, and random numbers were generated 
mathematically in such a fashion so that each day had identical sets 
of random numbers. 
1.4 Objectives 
The objectives of this research are (1) to demonstrate the ap-
plication of TRNSYS for simulating the performance of a properly sized 
domestic hot water system; (2) to study the effect of set temperature 
and daily hot water demand on solar percent utilization and collector 
efficiency; (3) to study the effect of different hot water demand 
patterns on solar percent utilization and collector efficiency; (4) 
to do a statistical analysis and forecast solar percent utiliz~tion 
with respect to set temperature and daily hot water demand. 
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CHAPTER II 
TRANSIENT SIMULATION PROGRAM 
2.1 Description of Program 
Transient Simulation (TRNSYS)(l) is a compiler for a high level 
computer designed specifically to connect component models of tran-
scient systems and differential equations describ-ing the system. TRNSYS 
is general in the sense that it can be used to simulate any transient 
system for which the system component models are expressible by FORTRAN 
statements. TRNSYS is particularly applicable to solar energy sys tem 
simulations because a 1 ibrary of component subroutines modeling the 
components common in these sytems has been established. Each component 
model is formulated as a separate FORTRAN subroutine. Components which 
p1rovide the capability to print, plot or integrate various quantities 
as the simulation progresses are built into TRNSYS and need not be 
fonnul a ted. 
The input data to TRNSYS is essentially the information flow dia-
gram of the system. This infonnation is communicated to TRNSYS in a 
very simple manner requiring only seven key words. An error-checking 
facility is provided to diagnose most data input errors. The compu-
tation scheme incorporated into TRN~YS recognizes the existence of 
information recycles. This will provide the iterative calculation 
needed to solve the simultaneous algebraic and differential equations 
of the system mode. An important part of the TRNSYS computation scheme 
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is that only those component subroutines involved in the recycles are 
recalled for additional iterative calculations. In this manner TRNSYS 
requires a minimum of computational effort to achieve a simultaneous 
solutioA to the equations describing the system. The component sub-
routines can be called in any other during the simulation since the 
computation scheme built into TRNSYS will solve the system equations, 
within a specified accuracy, regardless of the calculation order. 
However, since the calculation order may effect computation time, it 
may be optionally specified. The entire TRNSYS program is written in 
ASA Standard FORTRAN IV. It requires relatively small storage space; 
and is thus usable on most modern computers. 
2.2 Specific Component Description 
A Transient Simulation program for solar energy systems consists 
of individual FORTRAN subroutines. These subroutines are fairly com-
plex, but in some cases, like a constant flow-rate pump quite simple. 
These subroutines are the result of mathematical modeling. A particular 
piece of hardware for which actual performance data is available can 
be empi rica lly defined by trans fer functions obtai ned from curve-
fitting theoretical or actual performance characteristics. The fol-







Uses Hottel-Whillier-Bliss equations 
for collector performance. 
~ Name 











Liquid Storage Tank 
Heat Exchanger 
Auxiliary Heater 
Space Load and Air 
Conditioner 
Three Stage Room 
Thennostat 
Card Reader 
Packed Bed Energy 
S tara ge Tank 




Outputs 0 or 1 depending upon 
difference in two input signals. 
Fixed flow rate pump (on or off) 
N-section model of liquid thermal 
storage tank. 
Counter, parallel or cross-flow 
heat exchanger. 
On-off heater with set temper-
ature and deadband. 
Simple house load calculated 
by energy per unit fi me per 
unit temperature difference 
't 
I ' 
method, with built in adsorption 
air conditioner and cooling 
tower. 
For use in controlling combined 
heating and air conditioning 
sys terns. 
Reads data from cards or mass 
storage (usually weather data). 
N-section model of packed bed 
thermal storage unit. 






Space Heating Load 
Re 1 i e f V a 1 v e 




Simple energy per unit time per 
unit temperature difference load, 
with, 
Mode 1: parallel auxiliary 
Mode 2 : s e r i e s a ux i 1 i a ry 
Mode 3: no auxi 1 i ary 
Mode 4: no auxi 1 i a ry with thermal 
lag. 
"Dumps" energy to maintain tern-
perature below specified maximum. 
Permits time varying data to be 
introduced into simulation 
(usually periodic). 
Permits algebraic operation using 
Reverse Polish notation. 







Room and Basement 
Heat Pump 
radiation on surface of any 
orientation from total radiation 
on horizontal surface. 
Components that can be used to 
model buildings, whic~ include 
the effects of thermal capacity, 
infiltration, fenestration, etc. 
Water or air source using 
manufacturers performance data. 




Integrates any quantity with respect 
to time (not used to solve differ-
ential equations). 
Prints desired infonnation in eas·y-
to- read format. 
Plots information on line printer. 
2.3 athematical Logic Used 
The Transient Simulation program uses algebraic or differential 
equation models for its components. For example a flat plate collector 
model (Type 1) uses only algebraic equations which are illustrated 
as follows. 
For flat plate collectors Duffie and Beckman use the Hottell-
Whillier-Bliss equations. 
omenclature 
A = collector area 
= fluid thermal capacitance 
F' = collector geometry efficiency factor 
(dimensionless) 
~R = collector efficiency factor 
m' = collector fluid flow rate 
Qu = rate of energy collection 
Ta = ambient temperature 
T. = 
1 
inlet fluid temperature 









rate of total radiation per unit area incident 
upon the tilted collector surface 
fluid temperature of load 
product of loss coefficient and area 
collector loss coefficient 
collector plate absorptance for solar radiation 
transmittance of the N-covers 
C co 11 ector 
L 1 oad 
S storage 
For further detail refer to Figure 2.3.1. 
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UL = fl (collector design, T , T l t , Wind, Tilt) a p a e 
F = f2 (collector design) 
( T a. ) = f3 (collector design, angle of incidence of solar 
radiation) 
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Simple Solar Water Heating System With 






























For preliminary design purposes, UL' F'and (Ta) can often be considered 
as constants throughout the simulation and therefore can be entered 
into the program as parameters. The collector component receives 
. 
"information" such as HT~ m, Tin' and Ta from other components and must 
calculate Tout and Qu to be transmitted to other componemts. This 
transfer of information into and out of a subroutine is shown in 
Fig. 2.3. 1. It indicates the ordering of inputs, outputs and parameters. 
The mass flow rate is an output but is never changed by the collector 
subroutine. It is an output so that a TRNSYS modeled system can be 
cons t ructed which resembles the flow of material in real systems. 
The collector model has four different modes of operation, 
descr i bed as 1, 2, 3, 4. This is done to give the user four choices 
as to l evel of detail in one subroutine. These are: 
ode 1: all parameters are assumed constant 
Mode 2: loss coefficient is calculated as function of 
conditions 
Mode 3: cover transmission is calculated as function of 
angle and 
Mode 4: is the combination of mode 2 and 3. 
The tank model is an example of a component described by 
differential equations. A fully mixed tank is described by the 
following differential equation which relates the rate of temperature 
rise of the tank to the net energy into the tank from the collector. 
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TRNSYS handles component differential equations with its own internal 
integration, and supplies the subroutine with dependant and independant 
variables. The component subroutine calculates values of the time 
-· 
derivatives and puts them in an array which the subroutine fills with 
the time dependant derivatives. 
The Internal TRNSYS integrator uses the modified Euler integration 
algorithm which predicts new values of the dependant variable using the 
simple Euler method and corrects using the trapezoid rule. The 
advantages of this integration scheme for systems of combined algebraic 
and differential equations is that the iterations occur at a constant 
value of time. "Black-box" component models are identical to algebraic 
models although the relationship between independant and dependant 
variables may be in the form of tables rather than analytical equations. 
2.4 System Information Flow Diagram 
Once all of the components of a system to be used are decided, 
the next step is to construct a system information flow diagram. An 
information flow diagram is a schematic representation of the flow of 
information between each of the system components. The component 
diagram looks like a box, arrows going in and out representing inputs 
and outputs. The inputs are the information required to completely 
describe the component, and each piece of information, calculated by 
the algebraic or differential equation, describing the components, 
are output v a ri ab 1 es . 
It is often helpful to think of the arrows connecting component 
inputs and outputs as information exchanged via pipes and wires in a 
15 
real system. A collector outlet flow stream temperature and flow rate 
connected to the inlet of some other piece of hardware is "information 11 
transmitted through a pipe. A controller on-off output connected to a 
pump is information transmitted through a wire. Analogy between 
' information flow and pipes and wires is, however not perfect. In a 
real system a pipe may carry a flow stream through some component 
which does not effect one or more variables that characterize the 
flow. In these cases it is not necessary to route those particular 













Fig. 2.4.1. Solar Collector With Input Outputs & Parameters 
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2.5 Example 
In order to illustrate the TRNSYS language, the following deck 
would be required to simulate a water heater for 24 hours beginning at 
time zero. The water heater mentioned above is being shown in 
figure 2.5.1. and the information flow diagram is shown in figure 2.5.2. 
The numerical values of some of the parameters were selected to be 
representative of current practices. In this example SI units are used. 
S i mu 1 at ion 0 , 24 , 1 
Width 72 
Unit 1 Type 9 Card Reader 
Parameters 2 
2' 1 
Unit 2 Type 2 Pump Controller 
Parameters 3 
10, 0.5, 0, 
Inputs 3 
4,1 0,0 2,1 
20.0 20.0 0.0 




0,0 0,0 2' 1 
20.0 200.0 0.0 










1 . 1 
4. 17' 0. 94' 
1 '1 
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Unit 14 Type 24 Integrator 
Inputs 2 
1 '1 4 '3 
0.0 0.0 
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r' 1\ "' 
Unit 4 Type 1 Mode 1 
~ Flat Plat Collector 
HT To Qu To Mo Qu UL y 
1 
Unit 21 Type 25 
Printer 
Fig. 2.5.2. Information Flow Diagram For Simple Solar Water Heater 
3. l System Outline 
CHAPTER III 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEM 
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A solar hot water system consists of a collector and stratified 
fluid storage tank with an internal heater, so that hot water can be 
supplied at a preset temperature at all times. List of the components 
used is as follows: 
( 1 ) collector 
(2) hot water storage tank 
(3) pump 
(4) pump contra ll er 
(5) pressure relief value 
Water is supplied from main to storage tank whenever level in 
the storage tank is below the set level as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 1. 
It is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
3.2 System Description 
This system is designed to supply hot water needs for a family 
of four in Central Florida. It is desired to determine the solar 
utilization as a function of various load patterns and set temperature. 
This system consists of a flat plate collector mounted on the 
building or any other suitable place. Collector sizing is done as 







































































































































To System Sizing and Economics of Solar Water Heating in Florida 
Residences. (6) The procedure is to be carried out in several steps 
listed below. 
Step 1: Calculate the hot water demand, G, in gallons per day. 
Step 2: Select fs' the demanq fraction to be supplied from 
solar. 
Step 3: Basic collector sizing. Calculate area required for 
a south facing properly tilted collector in South 
Florida from Figure (FSEC manual). 
Step 4: Increase collector area, if collector is to be 
located in central or north Florida, using Figure 
(FSEC manual) weather multiplication factor. 
Step 5: Increase collector area, 1f collector cannot be 
mounted at the optimum tilt angle, using Figure 
(FSEC manual) multiplication factor. 
Step 6: Increase collector area, if collector cannot face 
south or other optimum orientation direction, using 
F· ?ure ( FSEC manual ) , orientation multiplication 
factor. 
Step 7: Select one, two or three collector panels having a 
total net area equal to or greater than the area 
computed in step 6 above. 
Daily hot water demand was assumed to be 70 gallons. The 
yearly fraction from solar is represented by fs and taken as 0.8. 
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Collector area = hot water demand x f s 
= 70 X 0.70 
= 49 ft 2 
1 S u are Mete r = 10. 764 square foot 
Collector area = 49 meter2 10.764 
= 4.5564 meter2 
For designing a 80% solar system, the weather multiplication factor 
i s taken as 1.06 for central Florida. 
Therefore the collector area= 4.5564xl.06 
= 4. 8253 meter2 
The collector pump operates with a flow rate of 200 kg/hr. 
This is calculated on the basis of one gallon per hour per square 
f o o t of co ll e c to r .. 
Flow rate= (Area of the collector in square foot) 
x 1 gallon/hr/ft2 
l Square meter = 10.764 square foot 
Flow rate = (4. 8253 x 10. 764) X 1 gallon ,/hr / ft2 
but 1 gallon = 3.78533 kg/hr. 
Flow rate = (4.8253 x 10.764 x 3.78533) kg/hr 
= 1 96 . 61 kg/ h r 
Flow rate = 200 kilogram/hour 
Operation of the pump is controlled by a pump controller which 
has the following control function as shown in Figure 3.2. 1. 
r1 r2 + s.s
0 c 
T1 < T2 + 1.5°C 
turns on pump 

















































The hot water storage tank is divided into three separate, 
thoroughly mixed, isothermal layers. It implicitly assumes that the 
return fluid from the collector and the entering make up fluid quickly 
mix in all- sections above, including the sections in the tank which 
correspond to their respective temperatures and density levels. The 
thermostat is located in the top segment of the tank. The middle 
segment has the heating element with a maximum rate of energy input 
of 100000 kilojoules/hr. The heating element is turned on whenever 
the temperature in the tank falls below the set temperature. 
This tank is coupled with a pressure relief valve which is 
activated whenever the temperature in the tank exceeds 100°C. 
ater demand is assumed to be 265 kilogram daily, evenly 
distributed over the day from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., and no demand 
rest of the period. The delivery temperature of water is set at 




4.1 System Block Diagram 
The following TRNSYS components are included in the system 
model to properly simulate the system. 
1 co 11 ector Type 1 
1 pump Type 3 
1 pump controller Type 2 
1 hot water storage tank Type 4 
1 pressure relief value Type 13 
1 load (cyclical forcing function) Type 14 
1 data reader (weather data) Type 9 
1 integrator Type 24 
1 printer Type 25 
1 solar radiation processor Type 16 
Unit numbers are assigned to each component. The system 
i nforma ti on fl O\o.J diagram for this sys tern is shown in Figure 4.1 . 1. 
Note that for each component the sequential order of its inputs and 
outputs are indicated. 
4.2. TRNSYS Component Description 
Unit 19, Type 9, data reader facilitates entry of environmental 
data in any available units and includes the capability for conversion 
27 
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Fig. 4. 1.1. System Information Flow Diagram 
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to S. I. units. In this mode 1 i nsol a ti on and ambient temperature data 
collected at FSEC for a seven day period in August 1977 was used. 
Input insolation units are watts per square foot (w/ft2) 
requiring conversion to kilojoule per hour per square meter (kg/hr-m2), 
temperature data is in degrees centigrade (°C). 
The outputs of the data reader correspond to the inputs after 
transformation to the desired system of units. 
The radiation processor, Unit 19, Type 16, accepts solar 
insolation data incident, on a horizontal surface in kj/hr-m2 and 
computes the insolation incident on as many as ten surfaces, each 
having user selectable tilt and orientation angles. Very simply, tilt 
represents the angle between the horizontal and the surface. The 
orientation angle denotes the facing direction of the outside surface 
for which incident insolation is required. This unit outputs the 
insolation incident on a tilted surface, a horizontal surface and en 
as many as eight surfaces. 
The pump, Unit 3, Type 3, operates with a flow rate control 
based on the difference between collector output temperature and hot 
storage tank temperature. Control 1s established by a pump controller 
Unit 2, Type 2. The pump operates at 200 kg/hr. 
The pump controller permits simulated operation of thermostat 
type control devices which accept and compare two input values and 
pro vi de a one or zero output based on the difference in these two 
values as shown in Figure 4.2.1. Two delta values, parameters P~ and c. 












































































































































































































for comparison with the difference in the two inputs to control 
switching of the output. The delta value selection is based on the 
third input, value being a zero or one. Operation is as follows: 
I 3; 1 n p u t = "1 
11 
• com pari so n v a 1 ue p 3 
T1 T2 > P3 output= "1" 
T1 T2 < P3 output = 0 
I 3;; nput = "0"; comparison value p2 
r, T2 > p2 output = Ill II -
r, T2 < p2 output = 11011 
n our case, P2 is selected as 8.S°C (1S.3°F) and P3 at 1 .S°C 
(2.7°F) and input one is the collector outlet temperature and input 
two is the hot storage tank bottom segment temperature as shown in 
figure 4.2. 1. 
Very simply, if the collector output temperature is 8.S°C 
higher than the bottom segment tank temperature,the collector pump is 
turned on until the collector outlet temperature difference drops 
below 1 .S°C at which time the pump switches off and stays off until 
the 8.5°C difference again occurs. 
The collector, Unit 1, Type l, is a flat plate collector. 
Collector model inputs include incident solar insolation, ambient 
temperature, and input water flow rate and temperature outputs consist 
of water temperature, flow rate, and useful heat collected. 
The load Unit 14, Type 14, forcing function is used to 
implement the daily hot water demand of the family, i.e. 265 kg per 
day evenly distributed over the day from 7:00a.m. to 9:00p.m., and 
31 
no hot water demand at all other times. The forcing function selected 






7:00 a.m. noon 
Fig. 4.2.2. Forcing Function 
9:00 p.m. 
The pressure relief valve, Unit 30, Type 13, is the model for 
the actual system excess heat rejection. This unit is used to eject 
excess heat energy when the storage tank top segment temperature 
exceeds 100°C. 
The storage tank, Unit 4, Type 4, model is for the 80 gallon 
hot water storage. The TRNSYS model permits stratification of water 
temperature for various depth segments through user entry of the 
desired number of segments. It also permits entry of tank height and 
vo 1 ume. In puts inc 1 ude in 1 et water temperatures and flow rates from 
heat source and load. 
The quantity integrator, Unit 24, Type 24, is used oecause 
some of the quantities in the system simulation require integration 
over the period of simulation. This has ten inputs from different 
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units and ten outputs to the printer. 
The printer, Unit 25, Type 25, has the capability to output 
(or print) selected system information at specified interval of time. 
Ten pieces of information are printed every four hours for 168 hours. 
The following are printed for this example and the complete printer 











The total solar radiation received by the collector 
per square meter of ·area integrated over time. 
The total useful energy obtained from the 
collector integrated over time. 
The temperature at the bottom of the tank 
The temperature at the top of the tank 
The internal energy change in the tank between 
any given time and time = 0.0 
The total energy losses from the tank integrated 
over time. 
The total energy removed from the tank integrated 
overtime. 
The total energy supplied by the heating element 
integrated over time. 
The total energy "discarded 11 by tank integrated 
overtime. 
The temperature at the top of the collector 
For complete details about the units mentioned above, refer 
to Appendix B. 
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4.3 Energy Balance 
The energy balance is performed to check the accuracy of the 
results on the typical hot water system shown in Appendix A. 
-
The energy balance of the storage tank is shown in Figure 4.3.1. 
TOTQU + TQREQ = QENV + QTANK + DELTAU + QOVER 
Results from a particular simulation show 














Fig. 4.3. 1. Energy Balance of Hot Water Storage Tank 
CHAPTER V 
SOLAR UTILIZATION WITH RESPECT TO VARIOUS 
DEMAND AND SET TEMPERATURE 
5.1 Set Temperature and Water Demand 
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Solar precent utilization was calculated with different set 
temperatures of the tank. It is found that solar utilization varies 
with respect to different set temperatures. It is observed that 
higher set temperatures result in lower solar utilization. This is 
due to more use of the heating element inside the tank. The solar 
utilization was calculated with five different set temperatures; 
55°C(approx.l30°F), 57.5°C(approx.l35°F), 60°C (approx. 140°F), 62.5°C 
(approx. 145°F) and 65°C (approx. 150°F). 
Likewise five different hot water demands were used in com-
bination to set temperatures. These simulation runs were made 
keeping the area of the collector and size of the tank constant. To 
observe the effect of different hot water demands, the forcing function 
was used to vary the daily hot water load, i.e. 225 Kg(60gal), 265Kg 
( 70ga 1), 300 Kg( 80ga 1), 340 Kg( 90ga 1), 375 Kg( 1 OOga 1) per day. There 
were 25 simulation runs made in total. At the end of 168 hours of 
simulation time the total useful energy obtained from the collector 
and the total energy supplied by the heater integrated over time are 
recorded. A sample calculation is shown. 
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Set temperature = 65°C 
Hot water demand = 375 kilogram/day 
Total useful energy obtained from the colle~tor 
integrated over time (TOTQU) = 4.07xlo5 kilojoules 
Total energy supplied by the heating element integrated over 
. time (TQREQ) = 2.624xlo5 kilojoules 




TOTQU + TQREQ x lOO 
4.07x105 
--------------~ X 100 
4.07xl05 + 2.624xlo5 
60.8 % 
Total solar radiation received by the collector per square meter of 
area integrated over time (TOTSOL) = 1 .499xlo5 kilojoules 
Area of the collector (Ac) = 4.8253 sq. meters 
The e f f i c i en cy of the con ve rs i o n o f a v a i 1 a b 1 e so 1 a r ra d i at i on i n to 
useful energy 
(1\ ) = TOTQU x 100 / TOTSOL x Ac 
4.070 X 10
5 
= X l 00 
l.494xlo5 x 4.8253 
= 56.27% 
The results of the simulation runs are summarized in the following 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2 Demand Pattern 
In addition to different set temperatures and loads, a different 
load pattern was used which is termed as peak load demand. The load 
pattern used in the previous discussion was termed as regular load 
pattern. A simulation run was made for 168 hours with a set tempera-
ture of 60°C and daily hot water demand of 265 kilograms per day 
supplied for both regular load pattern and peak load pattern. These 
are explained in detail below 
Regular Load Pattern: 
A time dependent forcing function was used to implement 
the hot water demand of 265 Kg (70 gal .approx) per day. It is assumed 
that there is no hot water demand till 7:00a.m. Then the 265 Kg of 
hot water demand per day was evenly distributed over the day from 
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. with no subsequent demand of hot water, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.2.1. It is 18.93 kilogram per hour from 








Fig. 5.2.1. Regular Load Pattern 
Solar percent utilization = TOTQU 100 TOTQU + TQREQ x 
( f s) 
TOTSOL = 
TOTQU = 
1.499 kilo-joules/square meter 
3. 761 x 105 Kilo-joules 
TQREQ = 0.8746 x 105 kilo-joules 
set temperature (T t) = 60°C se 
Hot water demand (D) = 265 kilo-grams/day 
(70 gal.approx) 
Collector Area (Ac) = 4.8253 square meters 
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Solar percent utilization = 
( f s) 
5 3.76lxl0 x 100 
3.76lxl05 + 0.8746xlo5 
= 81 . 13% 
Collector efficiency = TOTQU x 100% 
( \) TOTSOL x Ac 
3.76lxlo5 
X 100% 
l.499xlo5 x 4.8253 
= 
= 51.99% 
Peak Load Pattern: 
The peak load pattern app1ies to a family that uses hot 
water in the morning and evening in selected hours. The same forcing 
function was used to implement 265 kilogram of hot water demand per 
day. It is assumed the family uses hot water at a rate of 53 kilo-
gram per hour from 7:00a.m. to 8:00a.m. and 5:00p.m. to 9:00p.m., 
and there is no hot water demand for the rest of the period as shown 
in Figure 5.2.2. 
Kg/hr 
53 . 





Fig. 5.2.2. Peak Load Pattern 
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9 
Solar percent utilization = TOTQU X 100% TOTQU + TQREQ a 
Set temperature (T t) = 60°C se 









Collector Area (Ac) = 4.8253 square meters 
5 
Solar percent utilization 





(~) = r6~I~~xAc x lOO% 
3.636xl05 




The solar percent utilization is less by 7.34% compared to the 
regular load because hot water is being used from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m~ 
when solar utilization is readily available. That is why less auxiliary 
energy from the heati·n<] element is required. The collector efficiency 
( ~ = 51 .99%) is up by 1.73% compared to the peak load pattern 
( ~ = 50.26%) because the average fluid inlet temperature to the 
collector is lower. 
5.3 Statistical Analysis 
For the 25 simulation runs recorded earlier a statistical 
analysis was done to investigate the relationship between set 
temperature, hot water demand per day and solar percent utilization. 
For convenience of statistical analysis the variables were designated 
as fa 11 ov"s and recorded 1 n Tab 1 e 5. 3. 2. 
Set temperature = x1 in °C 
Hot water demand= x2 kilo-gram/day 
Solar percent utilization = Y% 
( f s) 
The SAS computer program was used to do the statistical analysis and 
predicted values were tabulated as shown in Table 5.3.3. SAS is an 
integrated system for data management and statistical analysis. 
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TABLE 5.3.2. 
ACTUAL VALUES OF SOLAR PERCENT UTILIZATION AND CORRESPONDING 




































































































11 . 097 
1109.751 

































a = 169.464 
s, = - 1.078 
s = - 0.102 
2 
Y = 169.464- 1.078X1 - 0.102X2 
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TABLE 5.3.3. 
PREDICTED VALUES OF SOLAR PERCENT 
UTILIZATION AND RESIDUAL 
No. of Solar Percent Predicted 
Observations Utilization (Y) y Residual 
1 60.80 61.066 -0.266 
2 63.80 64.645 -0.845 
3 68.58 68. 735 -0. 155 
4 72.37 72.315 0.055 
5 76.64 76.405 0.235 
6 62.48 63.760 -1.280 
7 67.36 67.339 0. 021 
8 71.98 71 .430 0.550 
9 74.88 75.009 -0.129 
10 79.56 79.1 00 0.460 
11 67.03 66.454 0.576 
12. 69.40 70.033 -0.633 
13 74.36 74.124 0.236 
14 78.93 77.703 1.227 
15 82.63 81.794 0.836 
16 70.01 69.148 0.862 
17 72.69 72.728 -0.038 
18 76.87 76.818 0.052 
19 80.35 80.397 -0.047 
20 84.21 84.488 -0.278 
21 72.14 71.842 0.298 
22 76.28 75.422 0.858 
23 79.53 79.512 0.018 
24 81.79 83.092 -1 . 302 
25 85.87 87. 182 -1 . 312 
Variables Estimate Standard Error 
of Estimate 
Intercept 169.464 2.5457 
xl -1.078 0.0402 
x2 -0. 1 02 
0.0027 
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The calculated F = 1089.03 for regression is greater than the 
tabulated F (2,22,0.95) = 3.44 indicating the significance of the 
effect of variables x1 and x2 on Y. 
-
A graph showing actual values of solar percent utilization (y) 
and the fitted Y's is shown in figure 5.3.4. The graph indicates 
that the fitted model is a good predictor of solar percent utilization. 
The square of the multiple correlation coefficient (R2) is 0.99 which 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION FOR 
FURTHER WORK 
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The TRNSYS program provides a relatively simple tool for con-
verting a basic system configuration and parameters into a dynamic 
model. It has the ability to formulate a simple or complex solar 
system model from basic system element description and also provides 
insight into system interaction. 
By the use of simulation, sizing of components, improving or 
optimizing system performance may be accomplished and system control 
techniques may be investigated. 
System performance was measured by calculating the solar percent 
utilization and collector efficiency. It is observed that the solar 
percent utilization was higher when set temperature and hot water 
demand is low. Increasing set temperature and hot water demand, lowers 
the .solar percent utilization. 
Collector efficiency was higher for lower set temperatures 
and hiqher hot water demands, as is expected due to the lower 
operating fluid temperatures in the collector. 
Solar percent utilization was less for the peak load pattern 
compared to the regular load as described in Chapter 5.2. 
Statistical analysis was done to forecast solar percent 
46 
utilization with respect to set temperature and hot water demand. 
A best fit regression equation was established. 
Suggestio~ for Further Work 
Yearly insolation data can be obtained from FSEC to get a true 
solar percent utilization and collector efficiency for year round 
simulation. Design optimization of individual parameters of collector 
and hot water storage tank sizing can be accomplished. Economic 
analysis also can be done to look at the economic feasibility of 
solar hot water systems in Central Florida. 
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APPENDIX A 
Computer listings of: 
1. Hot Water System 
2. Map Output 
3. Printer Output of Simuation Results 
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APPENDIX B 
TRNSYS components including parameters,inputs and outputs used 
in domestic hot water system models are given below. 
1 . co 11 ector 
2. pump 
3. pump controller 
4. hot water storage tank 
5. pressure relief valve 
6. 1 oad ( cycl i ca 1 forcing function) 
7. data reader (weather data) 
8. integra tor 
9 printer 
10. solar radiation processor 
UNIT 1 











- collector area 
- collector efficiency factor 
- fluid thermal capacitance 
- collector plate absorptance 
- collector loss coefficient UL 
7 T - transmittance of the cover(s) 
INPUT NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 T. - inlet fluid temperature 
2 
• 1 - collector fluid flowrate m 
3 Ta - ambient temperature 

































T0 - .outlet fluid temperature 
m - collector fluid flowrate 
Qu - rate of energy gain 
UL - collector loss coefficient 





the number of ca 11 s to the con-. 
troller in a timestep after 
which Y
0
ceases to change. 
- upper dead band difference 
- lower dead band difference 
DESCRIPTION 
- upper input temperature 
lower input temperature 
- input control function 
DESCRIPTION 
- output control function 
TYPE 3 
DESCRIPTION 
M - maximum flow rate ·max 
DESCRIPTION 
pump inlet temperature 
inlet mass flow rate 
- pump control function 
DESCRIPTION 
- outlet temperature 































V tank volume 
H - tank height 
C - specific heat of the fluid 
p~f - fluid density . 
U loss coefficient between the 
. tank and the environment 
QHE - maximum rate of energy input 
by the heating element 
t - number of the tank segment in 
which the heating element is 
located 
iT - number of the tank segment in 
which the thermostat of the 
heating element is located 
Tset- set temperature of the heating 
element thermostat 
DESCRIPTION 
Th - temperature of fluid from heat 
source . 
- mass flow rate from heat source 
temperature of replacement fluid 
mass flow rate from load 
temperature of environment 
enable signal for heating element 
DESCRIPTION 
TN - temperature to heat source 
Mh - mass flow rate to heat source 
T1 - temperature to load 
~L - mass flow rate to load 
Qenv rate of energy loss to the 
environment 
Q - rate at which energy is removed 
tank to supply the load 
~E - internal energy change of the 
tank 























- initial temperature of the 
fluid in the top tank segment 
- initial temperature of the fluid 
in the 2n~ tank segment 
~ initial temperature of the fluid 





boiling point of fluid 






inlet fluid temperature 





- outlet temperature 
M - outlet mass flow rate . 0 
Q - rate of energy '1di scarded 11 over 
TYPE 14 
LOAD (Cyclical Forcing Function) 








T the initial value of time 
0 V the ini-tial value of the function 
0 Tl time at point 1 in cycle 
N1 value of function at point 1 
tb - time at last point 






V - the output value of the function 
TYPE 9 
DATA READER (Weather Data ) 







N - the number of values to be read 
6t - the time interval at which data 
is provided (hours ) 
i position of value on card for 
which units are to be converted 
m. - multiplication factor for that 
1 va 1 ue 
a. - add i tion factor for that value 
1 
From data following TRNSYS deck 
OUTPUTS 
1. Month of input data 
2. Day of input data 
3. Hour of input data 
4. Solar insolati on KjJm2 
5. Ambient tempera t ure C0 
UNIT 24 
QUANTITY INTEGRATOR 










the first quantity to be integrated 
the 2nd quantity to be integrated 
the 6th quantity to be integrated 
DESCRIPTION 
the integra 1 of the first quantity 
the integra 1 of the 2nd quantity 



















~ t -p the time interval at which printing is to occur 
DESCRIPTION 
x1 - t he first INPUT to be printed X2 - t he 2nd INPUT to be printed 
x10 - t he lOth INPUT to be printed 
DESCRIPTION 
All inputs are printed out with symbols 
TYPE 16 
SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR 










Mode - 1 
n (the day of the year at the start 
of the simulation) 
¢ the latitude (degrees ) 
s - the slope of the surface (degrees) 
y - the orientation angle(degrees ~ 
S - the so l ar constant 
pc - the ground reflectance 
DESCRIPTION 
. 
H - instantaneous total radiation 
on a horizontal surface 
OUTPUT NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 H -T 
instantaneous total radiation 












instantaneous beam radiation 
on a tilted surface 
instantaneous total diffuse 
radiation on a tilted surface 
(diffuse and reflected) 
instantaneous total radiation on 
a horizontal surface 
instantaneous beam radiation on 
a horizontal surface 
instantaneous diffuse radiation 
on a horizontal surface 
angle of incidence of beam 
radiat·on on the tilted surface 
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